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Drawing Dies

Drawing dies made by OSRAM are the result of experience gained over many years in the manufacture
of diamond drawing dies and their use in company-owned wire plants. The application of the most modern
manufacturing processes, e.g. computer-controlled drilling and supersonic treatment guarantee an optimal
geometry and polish. A careful selection of the basic materials combined with strict controls during and after
the manufacturing processes guarantee.a first-class quality.

Supply programme:

Diamond d_rawing dies (natural mono-crystal) which are particularly suitable for drawing wire ( 200 pm
as well as for particularly smooth wire surfaces.

Drawing dies with polycrystalline core (,,COMPAX", resp. ,,SYNDITE") which are particularly suitable for
drawing wires between 150 and 2000 pm.
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Drawing Dies

Diamond drawing dies

Material

Carefully selected diamonds of the highest possible quality

Main selection conditions:

Shape
Colour (white to yellow)
Purity (free of flaws)
Weight (for boring possibilities)
Tensions
Crystallographic orientation (bore axis)

Holder

ln order to prevent its shattering even under the most ditficult conditions, the diamond is set in a homogeneous
metal alloy. This compound holder guarantees the highest mechanical and thermal stability under load
and allows its use for hot drawing.

Bore diameters and holder dimensions

Rated bore diameter
Holder dimensions
diameter x height

101 - 70Opm

7O1 - 1200 pm

Further holder dimensions are available upon application.

Diameter - Glearance space tolerances

Rated bore diameter

10 - 50prm

51 - 100pm

101 - 200pm
201 - 400pm
401 - 1000pm

) 1000pm

Deviating dimensions and tolerances are available upon application.

25x 6mm
25x 8mm
25x10mm

Clearance space tolerances

o,5pm
0,8pm
1,opm

2,0pm
3,opm
5,0pm
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Drawing Dies

Drawing dies with polycrystalline core

Material

Drawing die inserts of COMPAX and SYNDITE which are compound materials consisting of a polycrystalline
core surrounded by a ring of metal carbide.

Compared with the natural mono-crystal diamond and metal carbide the polycrystalline diamond has a greater
resistance to abrasion and, therefore, a longer service life. lt can also resist higher ring tensions.

The slightly larger peak-to-valley height of the bore surface limits its possibilities to sizes )'lOO pm.
Polycrystalline diamonds can be used with temperatures up to 5500 C.

) Hotd"t

Polycrystalline diamond material is set in a steel-brass compound holder
This holder protects the core and carries off the heat.

Bore diameters and holder dimensions

Rated bore diameter

0,15 - 0,6 mm

0,61 - 1,4 mm

Further holder dimensions are available upon application.

Diameter and clearance space tolerances

10/o in relation to rated diameter.

Holder dimensions
diameter x height

25x 8 mm

25x10mm
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